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“Dream it, see it, believe it, live it.”  I have always dreamed big, seen what 

it takes to be successful, believed that anything was possible, and have 

been willing to sacrifice anything to achieve what I set my mind to. I 

had two career paths that I charted for myself at age 16. One was to be 

President of the United States, but I quickly learned that it would require 

compromise which was not something I was willing to do. So, I decided to 

pursue the business path, and by age 40 I had risen to the exact job that 

I had predicted 24 years earlier. It just goes to show the power of focus, 

and the value of defining a clear, decisive and obtainable goal.  

At New Age our dream is to become the leading healthy beverages and 

lifestyles company in the world. We will achieve our goal by flawlessly 

executing our business plan and by staying true to our purpose – to 

educate and inspire the planet to “Live Healthy.” And in the process of 

living our dream, we will all become part of something very special, an 

unbreakable team pursuing a noble cause – an ordinary group of people 

from around the world coming together as one 

to achieve extraordinary results and make a 

difference for others.       

One hundred days into the merger of 

Morinda and New Age, I believe we 

are doing great and well on our way to 

achieving our goal. The integration could 

not have gone smoother so far. Not only 

have we gained over $4 million in cost savings 

from synergies and already fully combined human 
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resources, legal, IT, and operations, but most importantly, we 
have done those things whilst staying on plan and delivering 
our 1st quarter financial targets. We emplaced our first ever 
banking line for $35 million, we sold a non-core asset for 
$55 million and we increased our cash balance to over $40 
million. Altogether, that is huge for our company and puts us 
in an incredibly strong financial position. 

In addition to the financial strengthening, we have also made 
everyone in the company a fellow shareowner, and have 
created a program for all our IPCs to also be shareowners, so 

Their launch represents a major financial windfall for all of 
our IPCs. Our creams, lotions and topicals are launching first, 
followed by Marley CBD-infused beverages, both of which 
will pave the way for our Noni + CBD beverages and other 
initiatives. And that’s just one of a whole lineup of major new 
initiatives coming throughout the year.   

So, I feel like we are winning so far, but to keep winning 
and for all of us to benefit, we have to stay one step ahead 
of competition, and we need to keep growing, executing, 
climbing, and fighting. Success comes via achieving little 
wins each and every day and from taking action. And if 
nothing else, we at Morinda and New Age are “Men and 
Women of Action.” 

What actions can we all take tomorrow? I’d like us all focus 
on expanding our teams, our networks.  Over the next few 
years I expect us to double the number of our IPCs and to 
gain more than 400,000 new e-commerce subscribers. Why? 
Well, why not? Who wouldn’t want to be part of us, part of 
New Age? Where else can they be a fellow shareholder, 

we can all benefit in the upside and share price growth of our 
firm. We have rolled out our sponsoring incentive program 
for IPCs, expanded Morinda University and other training 
programs, and are developing more and more incentives for 
our IPCs every day.  

It sounds like a lot, right? It is, but it pales in comparison to 
what’s coming. Coming right around the corner next is the 
global launch of our CBD portfolio. It is going to be huge for 
all of us. We will be first globally of any major public company 
with a portfolio of CBD products.

be part of a noble cause, be part of the fastest growing 
beverage and stock in the world, have some of the best 
and healthiest beverage and lifestyle products in the world 
to sell, with a company with some of the best financial 
rewards, at the only company in the world with an omni-
channel approach and system (direct, retail, medical, and 
e-commerce). The answer? Nowhere, except at New Age/
Morinda.  

All those people that want to join us in our cause are out 
there.  Our future e-commerce subscribers, our future 
consumers and potential future IPCs are all around us. They 
just work for other companies, or they just haven’t heard of 
us, or don’t know about our story/our new company yet. 
Please tell them, and invite them to be part of our journey. 
Make a difference, an impact on their lives, on their financial 
wellbeing, their health. Welcome them to a New Age.  Dream 
big, see your potential and opportunity, believe in yourself 
and your abilities, and “live healthy.” 



In fact, New Age has recently appeared in 
three separate Yahoo! Finance articles.

First, Yahoo! selected New Age in March as 
one of five companies with the best potential 
to grab significant share in the U.S. market 
for CBD-infused drinks (click here to read the 
article). 

Then, earlier this week, Yahoo! once 
again singled out New Age as one of five 
companies prepared to dominate U.S. CBD-
infused beverages (click here to read).

With Morinda’s TeMana Stars event coming 
up, giving qualified IPCs an opportunity to 
visit Milan and receive specialized training, 
Japan just held a special training event for all 
TeMana Stars-qualified IPCs. 

A total of 40 IPCs met in Tokyo for the 
special event. They shared success tips and 
stories, got a preview of Morinda’s upcoming 
TeMana Silk products in addition to samples, 
and more. As TeMana Stars qualifiers, the 
IPCs got to preorder TeMana Silk business 
packs, with 41 in all being purchased at the 
event. 

Morinda University has made its way 
to Taiwan, having just held its first ever 
event in the region. The 64 IPCs in 
attendance received valuable instruction 
on Morinda’s compensation plan and 
overpowering advantage, the sponsoring 
system, product training, and more.

One of those IPCs, I-Chen Li, brought a 
special treat to the event: a special cake 
she made with Morinda products.

“I have a sweet tooth. But the cakes in 
the shop are normally very sweet. One 
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And if all that wasn’t enough, Yahoo! also 
wrote an article this week about three stocks 
that have more than doubled over the past 
year (click here to read). And, you guessed it, 
New Age was one of the three stocks, having 
risen 117 percent!

Look for New Age Beverages to continue 
making headlines in the future!

The staff also shared tips in preparation 
for the trip to Milan, and the IPCs were 
encouraged to prepare for it in various ways. 
That included using their new free samples 
to form their own testimonials before 
traveling to Milan, bringing their TeMana 
business plans with them to Milan, and more. 
They were also challenged to accomplish 
other business-related tasks, such as 
helping their group members advance to 
Jade by the end of June.

day it occurred to me to make a non-
sweet cake by myself. So, I added 60 
cubic centimeters of Tahitian Noni Juice, 
three scoops of Sugar Stop, and one 
capsule of Turmeric. It made the cake 
appear very beautiful.

“The most important thing is it is very 
healthy and tasty! People who taste it all 
encourage me to open a cake shop. It 
truly encourages me that I can use other 
Morinda products to blend into cakes 
and make more healthy and tasty cakes!”

https://finance.yahoo.com/news/updated-commentary-report-values-us-140000620.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/updated-commentary-report-values-us-140000620.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/5-companies-prepared-dominate-u-123000576.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/3-stocks-more-doubled-over-143000553.html


My Morinda experience: Tonio Mataoa

Hailing from Tahiti itself, home of the world’s 
best noni, IPC Tonio Mataoa is a believer in 
Morinda and its products. In fact, he loves 
how drinking Tahitian Noni Juice has made 
him feel. He said he feels great, and also 
loves other Morinda products

“Not only does Morinda create amazing 
products with tangible benefits, but they 
also share their success with IPCs from all 
over the world,” Tonio said. “I have been with 
Morinda for seven months and I use their 
products such as Tahitian Noni Juice, Max, 
Extra, Conquer [Sugar Stop], Rapid Fuel, AGE 
Therapy Gel, Body Butter, Skin Supplement 
and Tahitian Noni Essential Oils. Those are 
also the flagship products of the company in 
French Polynesia.”

Despite being an IPC for less than a year, 
Tonio loves the Morinda business.

“In July 2018 I met my sponsor, Tevai 
Haumani, who introduced me to Morinda’s 
marketing plan,” said Tonio. “So, I started 

a new business opportunity. I liked his 
presentation based on the value of noni, 
which touched me a lot. I know that 
noni products bring us health, beautiful 
appearance and, above all, financial 
freedom. Yes, I was persuaded by Morinda’s 
philosophy and Tevai’s vision which he had 
shared with me from the bottom of his heart.

“I have been Jade now since February 2019, 
and I thank all the IPCs and the customers 
who joined my network. Receiving my first 
fast start bonus commission for the first 
time was amazing. I was very happy to get 
the money in my account in less than one 
month. For me, right now, it’s the perfect 
time to become an IPC and change your 
lifestyle! 

“Morinda is a serious company with more 
than 22 years of experience! Now there is a 
new opportunity in front of us, so why not 
make it a beautiful experience!?”

• March sales in Bolivia up 168 percent from those in 
February

• Australia/New Zealand, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Singapore all report sales above monthly forecasts

• More than 100 IPCs in Latin America tune in to region’s first 
Morinda University basic class

• Chile and Bolivia report triple-digit sales growth

• U.S. Spanish market increases sales by 25% over previous 
month

• In Russia, successful Instagram contest seen by thousands 
of people, and earns many new followers

• Taiwan Black Pearl group sells 30 sponsoring packs in one 
day

Spotlight  
Around the World
Around the world IPCs are doing incredible 
work with Morinda. Here’s a quick rundown 
of several of the exciting things.


